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Year 1 Unit Overview – Pirates and Mermaids at Sea! 
 
Unit 
Objectives 

Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & Mindfulness 
Objective 2 - Noticing how our Bodies Feel 
Objective 3 - To Develop our Imaginary Play Skills through Yoga 
 

Objective 4 - To Practise a Simple Balance 
Objective 5 - To Practise Becoming Still 
Objective 6 - To Feel Good about Being You! 
 

Unit  
Key Poses 

Sun Salutation (simple), Crab, Dolphin, Turtle, Star fish, Pirate Sun Salutation, Mountain, Tree, Forward Fold, Boat, Plank, Mermaid, Surfer. 

Unit 
Description 

A fun and engaging introduction to Yoga and Mindfulness for Y1s. For children who have practised the Reception Unit, this unit builds upon the skills they 
have learnt and revisits key learning activities such as the Sun Salutation. The children are really immersed in the theme of ‘Mermaids and Pirates at Sea’ as 
they adventure under the sea, find different sea creatures and escape the sharks!  On a pirate adventure, they sail on a pirate boat, walk the plank and 
enjoy fun pirate chores whilst learning some key yoga poses linked to this theme.   
 
A breathing activity helps bring calm and focus in a fun way and we talk about the importance of caring for themselves and feeling good about being them, 
even practising a self-cuddle!  Each session ends with an under the sea relaxation - looking for sea creatures and enjoying the tranquil feeling of the ocean. 

Video led 
 

Audio led 

 

Teacher led

 

Teacher & 
Video led 

 

LESSON 1 OVERVIEW & RESOURCES 
 
Today the children practise the basic principles of Yoga & Mindfulness. Exploring what it means to put their bodies into a ‘yoga pose’ and how this feels for them. They 
begin to learn the simple poses that form a ‘Sun Salutation’ (a short flow of yoga poses) through fun games and activities. The session ends with a short guided relaxation 
where the children are invited to lie down and relax whilst going on an imaginary journey under the sea, visiting lots of different sea creatures and enjoying the peace and 
stillness of the ocean.  

Objectives – *Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & Mindfulness *Objective 2 - Noticing how our Bodies Feel 
Equipment / Resources – *Yoga or gym mats   *Bell or similar instrument  *Video Content Summaries  (Teachers with yoga experience may wish to teach without using 
the videos / audios)  *Audio Scripts  *Sun Salutation Pose Cards 
No. of Videos – 4 
Safety Points – Remind children repeatedly to move out of any poses that don’t feel good. The children should not be pushed to practise any position that they don’t feel 
ready for but encouraged to try things gently and carefully, always listening to their bodies. 

 

 

 

https://7cde75a9-ac55-4e7d-8804-bf144ff7d2af.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_5ecee05fd5f74437b81da3b74a97edb5.pdf
https://7cde75a9-ac55-4e7d-8804-bf144ff7d2af.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_508b9edd98d64e64aba1a4b6c61e8ae4.pdf
https://7cde75a9-ac55-4e7d-8804-bf144ff7d2af.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3add686be3ec4e11b60a5fb1ae691b7f.pdf
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Activity 1 - WARM UP! Practising Neat and Tidy Pose  (Y1-L1-1) 

 

Activity 2 - EXPLORE! Building on the Sun Salutation  (Y1-L1-2) 

 

Activity 3 - PRACTISE! Sun Salutation Game  (Y1-L1-3) 

Objective Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & Mindfulness 
Equipment *Mats  *Bell (if teaching yourself - without the video) 

Benefits Children are beginning to understand the importance 
of holding a grounded, calmer sitting position, with an 
aim of moving into stillness whilst sitting in Neat and 
Tidy Pose. 

Preparation *Sitting on mats  *Play the video: ‘Practising Neat and Tidy Pose’ 

Support Encourage children to sit up tall and imagine an invisible piece of string attached to 
the head which they gently pull to lift their spines up. Keep shoulder muscles loose. 
Imagine that the shoulders are like melting chocolate, soft and loose. 

Follow-Up Invite the children to close the eyes for a few seconds and notice how it feels to sit 
on the floor. What can they feel and where in the body can they feel it? 

Objective Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & Mindfulness 

Equipment Mats 

Benefits Children are beginning to flow through a sequence of 
yoga poses, moving the body from one pose to 
another which brings strength and increases blood 
flow and mobility. 

Preparation Standing on the mats, play the video: ‘Building on the Sun Salutation’. 

Support Encourage the children to follow the actions in the first section and then with call 
outs AFTER the Instructor on the second section. Encourage the children to use 
strong voices during the call outs. 

Follow-Up Invite them to think of another action/pose to add onto the end of the sequence 
(before ‘Hands’)? 

Objective Objective 1 - Introduction to 
Yoga & Mindfulness 

Equipment *Mats  *Sun Salutation Pose Cards 

Benefits Learn how to move the body and 
feel the muscles work harder to hold 
the poses in between callouts. Learn 
how to use a strong, yet gentle voice 
during practise and focus on 
listening to the callouts / direction. 
 

Preparation 
 
 
 
 
Phrases  
& Poses 

* Teacher led activity, explain the game whilst children sit on the mats. 
* Place the ‘Sun Salutation Pose Cards’ in parts of the room and the Mountain Pose Card on the 
Teacher’s mat to indicate that the children need to return to THEIR mats for this.   
* Children walk quickly to the space in the room when the Teacher calls out each pose/action and 
when they’re there, they need to call out the accompanying phrase, i.e. ‘Hands’. 
* Mountain pose - practise on THEIR mats. Hands - find a partner and practise facing each other. 
Reach for the Sky, Reach for the Ground, Tickle the Ground and Massive Arms - spaced out for 
children to practise in that space.   

Support Encourage the children to follow the actions with call outs with strong voices. 

Follow-Up Invite them to think of another action/pose to add into the game?  

https://7cde75a9-ac55-4e7d-8804-bf144ff7d2af.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3add686be3ec4e11b60a5fb1ae691b7f.pdf
https://7cde75a9-ac55-4e7d-8804-bf144ff7d2af.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3add686be3ec4e11b60a5fb1ae691b7f.pdf
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Activity 4 - CONSOLIDATE! Journey into the Sea  (Y1-L1-4) 

 

Activity 5 - RELAXATION! Under the Sea Relaxation  (Y1-L1-5) 

 

Activity 6 - NAMASTE! Namaste Goodbye  (Y1-L1-6) 

 

Objective Objective 2: Noticing how our Bodies Feel 

Equipment Mats  

Benefits Children are beginning to understand how to move the body in 
gentle ways that feel good. Through listening to the body, children 
are learning how to notice any differences whilst moving the body 
through smaller movements and then larger movements. Body 
awareness is being improved as children notice which parts of the 
body are involved in creating a movement. 

Preparation Standing on mats, play the video: ‘Journey into the Sea’. 

Support * Invite the children to share how their bodies feel throughout. 
* Invite the children to pay close attention to their feet - noticing 
what’s beneath their feet and how this might feel to them. 

Follow-Up Invite the children to share with you how they felt whilst in the 
sea. Within which parts of the body did they feel things and how did it 
feel? 
 

Preparation *Listen to the audio before the lesson.  *Invite children to lie down on their own mat and gently encourage them to become still.  *Gently remind them to 
stay lying down.  *Move around the space and check everyone is listening.  *Reinforce the need to be still and quiet.   
 

Support *Please note that many children will find it challenging to be still and this is expected. Gentle encouragement is helpful here, but children should not be 
overly corrected.  *Children can access this activity sitting up if preferred.  *Children are encouraged to close their eyes, but it is OK for children to relax the 
eyes instead (not distracting anyone else) or place the hands over the eyes. 
 

Follow-Up Invite the children to tell you how they feel after taking part in the relaxation. 

Preparation Sitting on mats in Neat and Tidy Pose, play the video: ‘Namaste Goodbye’. 
 

Support Encourage children to copy the actions on the video and sing along when they become familiar with the words. 

Follow-Up Explain to the children that the word ‘Namaste’ means ‘The good in me, sees the good in everyone.’  Invite the children to think about what this could mean 
to them. 


